Abstract. We study asymptotic measures for a certain class of dynamical systems. In particular, for T: £2 x M -► £2 x M, a skew product of the Bernoulli shift with a generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism, we describe the limits of the following two sequences of measures:
Introduction
A main objective in the study of dynamical systems is to determine the longterm behavior of the orbits of the system. One way this is accomplished is through the study of asymptotic measures for the system. These measures provide a good qualitative description of the long-term behavior of most points.
In this paper we study the limits of two sequences of measures for a specific class of dynamical systems. The systems we study are skew products of twosided Bernoulli shifts with generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphisms; namely, T:2Z2xM ^I2x M defined by T{w , x) = {aw, f^x) .
In this paper, the Bernoulli shift is on the two symbols {1, -1}. Thus, if w £ 2Z2, w = ■■ -W-XWoWX ■■■ , with each w¡ = ±1. Thus, the fiber map is either / or f~x . The sequences of measures we consider are: (i) T?{p x m), where p = B{a, 1 -a) is the Bernoulli measure on X2 and m is normalized Lebesgue measure on M ; and,
(ii) averages of iterates of pointmass measures, \ YH=o ^(w.x) > f°r most points {w, x) of the system. The use of the skew product of two "nice" systems to increase our understanding of dynamical systems is not new. For example, Marcus and Newhouse [11] and Newhouse and Young [14] showed that measures of maximal entropy exist for certain skew products. It is a fact that these measures exist for basic sets of Axiom A diffeomorphisms. One reason for using skew products is that although the resulting dynamical system is no longer uniformly hyperbolic, perhaps enough of the "good" hyperbolic structure from the original two systems persists to gain insight into the new system.
The convergence properties and limit points of the above two sequences of measures are well understood for systems with uniform hyperbolicity. Sinai [20] and Ruelle [17] have proved the main theorems describing this. We discuss this in the next section. It is our desire to increase the knowledge of the convergence properties and limit points of these sequences of measures for systems without uniform hyperbolicity, as in "the real world" most systems are not uniformly hyperbolic.
We now state the results proved in this paper. Let a: 2Z2 -> £2 be the Bernoulli shift on the two symbols {1, -1} with Bernoulli measure p -B{2, 5).
Let f: M -> M be a generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism of the compact manifold M with normalized Lebesgue measure, m . A diffeomorphism of this type has exactly one attracting fixed point, p, and one repelling fixed point, q.
We give a more precise definition in §2. T is the skew product of ¿Z2 x M given by T{w , x) = {aw, f°°x).
The following theorems are proved in §5.
Theorem 5. lim"_00 T"{p x m) = px {^ôp + jôq).
We will show that for pxm almost every {w , x), lim,,-^ j¡ YlkZo °~Tk(w,x) does not exist by describing all possible limit points of this sequence. Theorem 8. There is a measurable set Í2 c I2 with p{Q) = 1, such that for every w € £2 and Lebesgue almost every x £ M, the set of accumulation points of the equation v"{w , x) = ¿ YlkZo ^Tk(w,x) IS precisely the set of all measures v of the form v = p x {Xôp + (1 -X)ôq), 0 < À < 1.
We note here the contrast with Ruelle's theorem, which states that the sequence in Theorem 8 converges.
The convergence (or not) of the sequences of measures above relies on several properties of the symmetric random walk, in particular, its null recurrence and the Arcsine Law. These properties are discussed in §3.
In addition to the above-mentioned topics from Probability Theory, we also utilize Strassen's Theorem in the proof of Theorem 8.
If we change the measure in the base to the biased measure p = B{a, 1 -q) , a > 1/2, with a generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism of M as the fiber map, then we prove the following: Theorem 11. lim"_0o T?{p x m) = p x Sp .
Theorem 12. lim"_oo £ ]C£lo ^n(w,X) = pxâp for pxm almost every {w, x).
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We actually prove a slightly stronger result in Theorem 5, namely, that the sequence T"{px6x) converges for Lebesgue almost every x £ M. A discussion of various sequences of measures and relationships between them is given in §4. The last section is a summary and a discussion of open questions. We now precisely define the system being studied and give background for hyperbolic theory. In addition, we given notation and definitions.
Background, definitions, and notation
In this section, we state Ruelle's theorem which describes the asymptotic measures examined in this paper for systems exhibiting uniform hyperbolicity. We also give a brief background of this theorem. We then define the systems being studied in this paper. Notation and definitions for terms we use are also presented.
The main theorem which describes the asymptotic measures which we study for a large class of dynamical systems is the following.
Theorem 1 (Ruelle [17] ). Let M be a compact manifold. Let A be an attracting compact hyperbolic set for f:U-+U where f is C, r > 2. U is an open subset of M such that f)n>of"U = ^ and fU c U ■ There is a finite family {pa) of f-invariant probability measures with disjoint supports Qa c A such that the following properties hold.
(a) QQ is a hyperbolic attractor, and the family (QQ) contains all hyperbolic attractors in U. One can write The measure pa is called the Bowen-Ruelle-Sinai (BRS) measure. Sinai first showed the existence of a BRS measure for Anosov diffeomorphisms, and Ruelle extended the results of the Axiom A case. Bowen and Ruelle then extended this to Axiom A flows. In the above, the existence of Markov partitions, symbolic dynamics, and techniques from statistical mechanics are used in showing the existence of the BRS measure (see, for example, [3, 17, 20] ). A proof of the above theorem and a construction of the BRS measure without using Markov partitions can be found in Newhouse [3] .
The measure 6P is the point mass measure at p . If A c M, then SP{A) = 1 if p £ A and 0 otherwise. The measure f*m is defined by {f*m){A) -m{f~xA).
A sequence of measures, {v"}, converges to the measure v if for every continuous function <p : M -»• R we have that / (p dv" converges to / tpdv . All convergence of sequences of measures is with respect to this weak topology.
We now give the definition of the system studied in this paper.
The base space. Let cr : X2 -► £2 be the full shift on the two symbols {1, -1} . Elements in X2 are denoted by w = ■ ■ ■ w^2w-iw0wiw2 ■ • ■ , each 1/7, = 1 or -1, and a{w)i = wi+i. The measures we use for this system are the Bernoulli measures, p = B{a, 1 -a), with 0 < a < 1. This system can be realized as the restriction to the nonwandering set (minus the two points p and q) of the Smale Horseshoe diffeomorphism of S2 . (See Figure 1. ) A = f)neZ hn{H) is a Cantor set consisting of those points whose forward and backward iterates remain in H. Figure 1 shows h {S) C S where S is the "stadium" attached to the square H. Let Vx U V2 = h{H) n H be as shown.
or V2 for every . The conjugacy Note that any point z £ A has the property that h'z £ Vx i £ Z. Then h\A is topologically conjugate to a: E2 -► £2 c: A -> X2 is defined by
The fiber space. Let /: M -> M be a generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism on the compact manifold M. By this we mean that the nonwandering set of /, Q(/ ), consists of one fixed source, q, one fixed sink, p , and saddle-type periodic orbits. Let ¿% be the set of all the saddle-type periodic points of /. Then ß(/) = {p}U{?}U^. Let m be the Lebesgue measure. Put Sf = Ws{&) U WU{3S) U {p, q} . Note that m{Sf) = 0.
The salient feature of the generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism is that for every x £ M\£f, f"x -► p and f~nx -> q as n -> 00. shows "typical" diagrams of such diffeomorphisms. The one on the left represents the usual north pole-south pole diffeomorphism of Sx, and the one on the right is the negative of the gradient of the height function on the torus.
The skew product of the two systems above is defined as follows:
T:2Z2xM^2Z2xM by T{w, x) = {aw, f°x). Note that n-\ Tn{w, x) = {anw, fs"^x)
where S"{w) = 52wk-k=0
Throughout this paper, we refer to the "unbiased" and "biased" case. The system is unbiased if the measure on the base space Z2 is the equally weighted Bernoulli measure, p -B{¿ , \). The system is biased if the measure on "L2 is the Bernoulli measure p = B{a, 1 -a), a/1/2.
We now proceed to discuss the symmetric random walk on the integers.
The symmetric random walk
The results in this paper rely heavily on properties of the random walk. The random walk is realized as the quantity S" which arises in the definition of the skew product. We first review some basic ideas about Markov chains and state results which will be used in later chapters. Specifically, we show that for almost every point in the shift space, the average occupation time of its cumulative sums {S"{w)) in any finite state tends to zero as n increases. Also, we recall the Arcsine Law which describes the amount of time a random walk spends in positive states.
Let £1, £2,... be independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables on Z2. For example, if we let £,k = wk {w e X2), then the sequence ii, £2,... is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables from X2 to the set {-1, 1} , withP{4 = -l} = JP{^ = l} = i.
Let S" = £i -\-\-Ç". Then the sequence {S"} is a Markov chain with transition probabilities: Pij = P{Sn+i = j\S" = i} if\j-i\ = l, otherwise.
In particular, the sequence {S"} is called the symmetric random walk on the integers. The symmetric random walk is an example of a null recurrent Markov chain. Before giving the definition, we furnish some notation.
The value of Sn is called the state of the chain at step n . Let p)y denote the probability that the chain goes from state i to state j in exactly n steps.
As we will see, the results we state are independent of the starting position of the chain. Unless stated otherwise, we will assume the initial value of the chain is zero. Let 7) = min{« > l\S" = j} be the first time that the chain is in state j.
Let fff be the probability that the first time the chain is in state j is at time n . We write f^f = P{Tj = n\S0 = 0} . The probability that the state is ever in state / is foj = P{Sk = j for some k > 1150 = 0} = 52 f$ »)
Let mjj be the expected return time to state j . So mjj = E{Tj\So = j) = 52kfjj). The symmetric random walk is an irreducible1 Markov chain. This implies that any recurrence property which holds for one state holds for every state. We say that the symmetric random walk is recurrent if any state is. Lemma 1. The symmetric random walk is null recurrent.
Proof. In view of the above theorem and remark, it suffices to calculate Pq¡¡¡ . First, note that a return of the chain to zero must be accomplished in an even number of steps, so í>óo"+1) = ^n ^ 0 ■ The number of ways for the chain to return back to zero after 2n steps is {2"). Thus, we see that M2;)G): 2n Applying Stirling's formula, (n! ~ \/2ñnn+xl2e~n) gives p^ ~ -¡= , where the ~ means that the ratio of the two sides tends to 1 as n -> oo .
Since ¿Zln^Lo 77¿ñ diverges and -^= -» 0, we have the desired result that the state zero and hence, the random walk are null recurrent, a Every state is accessible to and from every other state in a finite number of steps. In light of the above, the quantity
is the average expected occupation time of the chain in state i during the first n steps.
Theorem 3 (Chung [5] ). For all i
iim-Lr¿/'2) = 1
Note again the independence of the starting position of the chain. Because the symmetric random walk is null recurrent (i.e., m a = oo), we conclude from the above discussion and theorem that the average expected occupation time of the chain in any finite state is zero. In addition, we see that the average expected occupation time in any finite interval is also zero. The next result, which states that the actual average occupation time of the random walk in any state /' is zero for p almost every point w , is important in what follows. = / T, dp = E{Tj) = oo.
Step 2. Let e > 0 be given. Choose c such that E{T¡) > 2/e. This can be done since E(T?) -* oo . Choose N = N{e, c) to be such that
< e_x/" for n> N{e,c).
Thus, P{Yn >e)< e~^" for n > N and so OO oo 52 P{Yn>e)< 52 e-*.
n=N+l n=N+X
Since J2Zi e~^* converges, so does £~ , P{Yn > e).
Step 3 So we have the desired result, Yn -» 0 //-almost surely. D
As a consequence of this proposition, we have that for p almost every w in Z2, for every e > 0, and for every integer /, there is an TV e N so that if n>N, ¡¡Ztohsk(w)=i]<N ext, we examine the proportion of time the random walk spends on one side of the origin. Our intuition might indicate that this quantity should be 1/2 . We will see that this is not the case as shown in the next theorem.
Theorem 4 (The Arcsine Law). Let y{n) =the number of times Sk > 0 for 0 < k < n. Denote the probability that during the first 2n steps the chain is positive for 2k of those steps by P2k,2n ■ Suppose 0 < x < 1 ; then P{y-P-<X\= 52 P2k2n-X-f , l dx We note that the integrand above is a U-shaped curve with minimum value at 1/2. This means that it is the least likely case that the random walk will spend half its time positive and the other half negative. As an illustration, note that in one out of ten experiments, the chain will spend 99.4% of its time on one side of zero; that is, P l>&± < 0.006} +p{^> 0.994} -0.1.
We note that all statements concerning probability can be restated in terms of the measure p = B{a, 1 -a). 
Sequences of measures
In this section we consider certain sequences of measures on the product space X x Y and the relationships among them. Let g: X -► X be a homeomorphism of the compact metric space X, with Borel probability measure p. Let fx : Y -> Y be a family of homeomorphisms depending continuously on x £ X, of the compact metric space Y, with Borel probability measure m. Define the skew product of the product space, T: XxY^XxY by T{x, y) = {gx, fxy). We recall some basic notation and facts from Ergodic Theory (see Petersen [15] or Walters [23] ):
(1) T*ip x m) is defined by 7?(/i x m){A) = {px m){T~nA).
(2) A sequence of measures {vn} on X converges to the measure v if and only if for every continuous <p : X -» R, the sequence {/ tp dvn} converges to S 9 dp. Note that if T: X x Y -> X x Y has a hyperbolic attractor A on which T is topologically mixing and if p x m is supported on the basin of the attractor and is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on X xY, then the sequences in (a), (b), and (c) all converge, as we are in the setting of Ruelle's theorem. We now give the relationships among these sequences in the general setting we have described in the opening paragraph of this section. Proposition 2. If the sequence in (a) converges to the measure v, for p x m almost every {x, y), then the sequence in (b) also converges to v .
Proof. Suppose ¿ YTkZo &Tk(x,y) ~* v forpxm almost every {x, y). From (2), (3), and (4), this means that for every continuous y/: X xY ->R, n-l X-52v oTk{s, t)d{ôx x 6y) -+ J' (t>dv . k=0 We need to show that for every continuous function <p: X x F-tR, \52J<P{Tk{s,t))d{pxm)^ jtpdv. Proof. This is a standard fact from analysis which we include for completeness.
We show ak -* a =>■ ¿ YllZo ak ~* a ■ Let b" = i YllZo ak ■ Let e > 0 be given, let N be such that \ak -a\ < § Vk>N, and let M > N be such that ±\ax + a2 + -h aN -Na\ < § V« > M. Then \bn -a\ = -\ax + a2 + ■ ■ ■ + an -na\ < -{\ax + a2 H-h aN -/Va| + |ûjv+i -û| -I-h |a" -a|} e 1 .
.r, e e 1 / e\ < x + -n-^V -< -+ -(/i_) =e. J <poT"{x,y)d{pxm)= J if <p o T"{x, y)dp) dm = / I / <p oTn{x, z)d{p x Sy)\ dm = / h"{y)dm -* / tpdv.
Thus, T"{px m) -> v as desired. G
We now prove the theorems relating the above sequences of measures and the skew product described in the introduction.
The unbiased north pole-south pole diffeomorphism
In this section we show that iterates of the measure p x Sx converge for Lebesgue almost every point x in M but that the averages of iterates of point mass measures do not converge. In §5.1, we give the set-up of the example being studied and state the main proposition. In the next section we recall some basic facts which allow us to simplify the proof. We prove the proposition in the third section. Section 5.4 is devoted to showing that the averages of iterates of point mass measures do not converge by exhibiting all possible weak limit points.
5.1. Introduction. Let a: ~L2 -> 2Z2 be the full shift on the two symbols +1, -1 with Bernoulli measure p -B{\, ¿) as described earlier.
Let /: M -> M be a generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism on the compact manifold M.
We recall the definition of the skew product T: 2Z2 x M -» Z2 x M T{w , x) = {aw , f^x).
Note that n-\ Tn{w, x) = {a"w , fs"^x), where S"{w) = 52wk-k=0
Recall the definition of S? = {p, q} U Ws{&) u W"{&), where p and q are fixed attracting and repelling (respectively) points and 3S is the set of saddle type periodic points. We now state the main theorem: Note that by the results in §4, Theorem 5 implies that T?{p x m) and Î E/t=o' T*(ß x m) also converge to p x {\dp + \Sq).
5.2.
Simplification. The first step in the proof of Theorem 5 is to show that it suffices to replace <p in (2) with functions of the form xe • W, where E c £2 is a cyclinder set and |/:¥-»R is continuous. We first recall Theorem 6. Let M be a compact space and si an algebra of continuous realvalued functions on M which separates points of M and which contains the constant functions. Then, given any continuous real-valued function F on M and any e > 0, there is a function G in si such that for all x £ M we have \G{x) -F{x)\ < e, {that is, sf is a dense subset of C{M) ).
See, for example, Royden [16] . The set a = {£"=i 0¡ • WiWi-£2 -> R, W-M -+ R are continuous} is an algebra which satifies the hypotheses of the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem; so to prove Theorem 5, it suffices to show that for all continuous functions, 6 : zZ2 -» R, \p : M -» R we have Mm J 9{a"w) ■ y/{fs"{w)y) d{p x ôy) = j d{w) ■ y/{y) d(p x X-Sp + ±«Ü .
Any continuous function can be approximated by simple functions, i.e. functions of the form E¡t=i c>Xc¡ where the c, are real numbers and the C, are measurable sets (cf. [16] ). Theorem 7. If {M, 38, p) is a probability space, then a subalgebra 38o c 38 generates 38 (modO) if and only if for every B £38 and e > O there exists a B0 £ 38o such that p{BAB0) < e. This theorem can be found in various ergodic theory books; see, for example, Mané [10] .
The Borel cr-algebra for the shift space is generated by the algebra of centered cylinder sets. Thus, any measurable set A can be approximated by an element in this algebra, i.e., by a finite union of disjoint cylinder sets, |J,=i <7;,(£,), where E¡ is a centered cylinder set of length 2/, + 1.
In light of these facts, to show that (2) is true, it suffices to show that for every cylinder set . Let e > 0 be given, and let E and ip be as above. Since y/ is continuous, we can choose S > 0 so that \y/{zx) -y/{z2)\ < e/6 whenever d{zx, zi) < Ô .
For every y £ M\Sf, there is an Nx £ N such that fNly £ Bs(p) and there is anJV2eN such that f~Nly £ Bs{q).
Therefore, we can choose N0 = vV0(e, x) £ N so that fN°x € Bô{p) and f~N°x e B6{q). For each set E described above, we define a partition of 2Z2 into three sets:
As we note later, the sets of the partition are chosen so that each is independent (in the measure-theoretic sense) of a~"E.
We remark that (4) if w £ R+, then Sn{w) > N0 and so fs"{w){x) £ Bs{p) and (5) if w £ R-, then S"{w) < -N0 and so fs-^{x) £ Bs{q).
In the next lemma, we calculate the measures of the sets described above as n -» 00.
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n-»oo Z Proo/. First, we show that p{R%) -* 0. The proof is for / > 0,but a similar argument works for / < 0. We rewrite i?° as a finite union of disjoint sets, r"{i), wherer"{i) -{w £ la\SH-iiw) = /}. R°n = {w£-L2\\Sn_l{2)\<No + l}
We now calculate the measure of each r"(/) :
\n-l + i) \{n -I)2 -i2 ) (Stirling's formula).
Summing over i £ {-N0 -I, N0 + I) and letting n -» oo, we have JVo+Z-l lim p{R°")= lim 52 p{r"{i))
n-»oo n-»oo *-'
i=-/y0-/+l 0.
Thus, (6) holds. To show (7) and (8), we define the map t: zZ2 -» 1Z2 by t(u;) = -t(7 ; that is, t is the map which interchanges the l's and -1 's. It is clear that r{R+) = R~ , that t is a measure-preserving transformation with respect to the measure p, and hence that p{R%) = p{R"~) ■ We have 2p{R+n) = p{Rt) + p{Rt) = p{R"~) + p{tR"~) since t is measure preserving = p{R^) + p{R~) since t(ä+) = R= p{R^ U R~) since the two sets are disjoint -+ 1 as n -► oo since the i?"'s partition Z2 and by (6) So p{R"~) -* 1/2 and since p{R^) = p{Rn), we have p{R"~) -► 1/2 also. Thus, Lemma 2 is proved. D From this lemma and the fact that the measure p is Bernoulli, we have the following strong mixing type lemma. Lemma 3. lim / XE{onw)dp{w) = -XE{w)dp{w) n-^oo JR+ 2 J and lim / Xe{o"w) dp{w) = -/ xe{w) dp{w).
Proof. We only give the proof for R+ , as the proof for R~ is identical.
/ XE{onw)dp{w)= I XR+n{w)'Xo-<(E){w)dp{w) jRt J = p{R+nno-"E) = p{R+)p{a~nE) since R+ and a~nE are independent = p{R+)p{E) since a is measure preserving = p{R+n) j xE{w)dp{w) -* ô / XE{w)dp{w) by Lemma 2. (ii) p{R°n) < e/3K (Lemma 2). We continue with the proof of (3). By the triangle inequality,
\JxE{onw)'W{fS"{w)y)d{pxôx) -J Xe{w) • y/{y) dip x i-ôp + -S,
We need to show that each of the three terms in (9) are small, that is, less than e/3 for large n .
First for |/° | : Let n >J ; then |/"°|< / \XE{onw)\-\ip{fs^x)\dp{w) JrO < K • p{R°n) < e/3 as desired.
Next, we show the middle term of (9) is less than e/3 for n > J :
< f e/3dp{w) JRt + \¥{P)\ J Xe{o"w) dp{w) -2 j Xe{w) dp{w) <e/6 + K(^) = e/3 as desired.
That the last term of (9) is also small is clear. So, finally, we have shown that for every point x in M\S?, T?{p x âx) converges to p x {^ôp + \ôq). By Proposition 4 in §4, we have that T"{p x m) -» p x {jôp + jôq) also. We remark here that if x = p , then T?{p x ôp) converges to px8p, and if x = q, then T?{p x ôq) converges to p x Sq . This is easily seen as both p x ôp and p x ôq are invariant measures for T. O 5.4. Averages of iterates of point mass measures. In this section, we show that the sequence of averages of iterates of point mass measures does not converge by computing all possible weak limit points. We show that the set of limit points of vn{w, x) 1 ""' n ¿-k =0 Tk{w,x) coincides with the set {p x {Xôp + {1 -X)ôq), 0 < X < 1}.
Thus, we see that the symmetric skew product being discussed does not have a measure with the property that p x m almost every point is generic with respect to it. Recall the definition, J? = {p, q} U Ws{&) u Wu{&), where p and q are fixed attracting and repelling (respectively) points and 38 is the set of saddle-type periodic points. Proof. We first show that any limit point of vn{w, x) is a product measure with p the measure in the base and a linear combination of point masses of q and p as the fiber measure. We then show that any measure of the form p x {Xôp + (1 -X)ôq) can be realized as a subsequential limit of vn{w, x).
For the first part of the proof, we first show the convergence of the sequence v"{w, x) is independent of x £ M\& (Claim 1). We then compute {n2))fv where v is any limit point of vn. That (tti)»i/ = p is clear. In the course of these proofs we will note that the projection of the limiting measure on the fiber is independent of the base point, hence any limit point of vn is product measure. First we show the independence of x £ M\£?. Claim 1. For each w £ 1L2 and for every x, y £ M\S', vn{w, x) converges if and only if vn{w , y) converges; that is, the convergence does not depend on the choice of x e M\Jz? .
Proof of Claim 1. We show that the difference between the two sequences tends to zero as n tends to infinity. By the discussion in §5.2, it suffices to show that for any cylinder set E c I2, any continuous function y/ : M -* R, and any e > 0, there is an N £ N such that for n> N,
Let e > 0 be given. Let K = maxz6^ \y/{z)\.
Choose 6 > 0 so that if d{x, y) < 6 , then \y/{x) -y/{y)\ < e/2. Let /Vi be such that if n > Nx, then f"x, f"y £ Bâ/2{p) and f~nx, f-"y £ Bs/2{q).
Let 
M\&. □
We now compute the projections of the limit measure v . The first step is to derive an explicit form for {ii2)*v , where v is any limit of v"{w , x). That is, v -linifc_oo v"k{w, x). We do this by considering the support of the measures Vn- From the definition of vn , we see that suppig c {akwYfJ) x {fs^x}nkzl.
Taking limits, we have suppf c I2 x {fSk^x}k€N = ¿Z2 x {f'x}i€Z, since for almost every w £ Z2, Sn{w) takes on every integer value infinitely often. Note that the support of {7t2)t¡y is in the closure of the orbit of x , which is a countable set. Hence, (712)*^ is a linear combination of point mass measures, i.e., (10) {n2)*v = 52^i(w^Px +ùp{w)âp +Xq{w)ôq.
;6Z
We now find the X¡{w). Again, recall the definition of vn :
Vn --52 STk(w,x) -"52 S°k™ ' àfkWx ■ k=0 k=0 
To show that Claim 2 is true, we define a continuous "bump" function at px. Let j € Z, and let e > 0 be such that Be{fJx) n {f'x}iez = /;x ; that is, Be{px) is a neighborhood of fjx which does not contain any other point in the closure of the orbit of x.
Let

{1
if í < 0, l-t if 0 < t < 1, 0 if t > 1.
Define y>}■■: M -» R by y>j{y) = 6{\-d{y, px)). So y>j is a continuous function which is zero outside of Be{px) and is one at px . Substituting (p¡ in (12) we have, for each j e Z, 1 "_1 lim -52\sk(w)=j) = kj{w) as desired. D
Recall Proposition 1 in §3, which states that the average occupation time of the symmetric random walk in any finite state /' tends to zero as n tends to infinity. Hence, Xj{w) = 0 for each finite j ; that is, the random walk spends on average, all its time either at +00 or -00. Therefore, {n2),v = X{w)ôp + (1 -X{w))6q, where 1 n~l (13) X{w) = lim -y^Ir5t(«,)>¿vi for some large integer TV, n-»oo n *-~* k=0 is the average occupation time of the symmetric random walk "at infinity". Then 1 -X{w) is the average occupation time at negative infinity. To see that any limit is indeed product measure, we use the notion of the disintegration of a measure. From this and the preceeding discussion of the projection measures, it is clear that vt is independent of t and depends only on the point w £1.2 which is being iterated. Hence, v is the product measure. To accomplish this, we make use of Strassen's Theorem [22] . Before stating this theorem, we introduce some notation.
As before, S"{w) = Xjtlo' wk • For each w in Z2, define the linear interpolation of S"{w) at n to be
where \u\ is the greatest integer less than u.
The graph of nw is the same as the piecewise linear graph obtained by connecting the points {{n, S"{w))}">o in the plane. For each n, define n™:
The graph of n™ is the same as that of nw except that it is rescaled by l/n in the horizontal direction and by (2« log log«)-1/2 in the vertical. In what follows, we suppress the w in the function n for typing ease. In this setting, we can now state Theorem 10 (Strassen [22] ). With probability one, the sequence {«n}n>3 is relatively norm compact and the set of its norm limit points coincides with K.
In other words, there is a set £2 c Z2, p{Q) = 1, such that for every w £ Q, for every e > 0, and for every g £ K, there is a subsequence {«,} and an /V such that if n, > N, then \\nn¡ -g\\ < e .
Let w £ Q, and let X £ (0, 1). The cases X = 0, 1 are treated separately. We now construct a subsequence {«,} so that -ai if X + ô, < t < 1, where a¡ -■$ and ô,■ = ^ . It is easy to verify that g, £ K. We sketch the graph of a typical g¡ in Figure   3 .
Choose n, so that \\nn¡ -gi\\ < 1/4'. Then the largest set on which nn. can be positive is the interval (0, X + ¿,/a,4') and the smallest is the interval (f5,/a,4',A-^M4').
The largest set on which r¡n¡ can be negative is the union of the two intervals In this section we turn to the case where the measure in the base space p is biased; that is, p = B{a, 1 -a) with a ^ 1/2. In §6.1 we show the convergence of the sequence T"{pxm), and in §6.2 we show the convergence of the sequence ñ 2^k=0°Tk(w,x)-Theorem 11. Let the hypotheses be the same as in Theorem 5 in §5, except now let p = B{a,l-a).
Then for x £ M\&, We first prove the analog of Lemma 2 for this nonsymmetric case. The following lemma states that if the measure on the shift space is not symmetric, then the cumulative sums of the first « coordinates of most of the elements in £2 tend to either 00 (in case a > 1/2) or -00 (in case a < 1/2) as « -► 00. (18) 7/1/2 < a < 1, then lim p{R+) = 1 and lim u{R~) = 0.
n-»00 n->oo (19) 7/0 < a < 1/2, then lim p{R+) = 0 and lim p{R~) = 1.
n-»00 n-»oo Proof. To prove this lemma we show that (18) is true and by symmetry we easily see that (19) is also true. To prove (18), we show that p{R"~) -* 1 ; and since for each n , {i?+, Ä-} is a partition of Z2 , it follows that p{R"~) -* 0.
The expected value of S" is positive since n-l E{Sn) = 52a-{l-a) = n{2a-l) k=0 anda > 1/2. Thus, in this biased case, the random walk is transient. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 5 (Schmidt [18] ). The following are equivalent: 1. S" is transient.
2. lim"_oo'S'n(iu) -00 for p almost every w £l,2.
In the above lemma, 00 is either ±00 depending on whether a is greater than 1/2 or less than 1/2. From this, it is clear that p{w £ Z2\Sn{w) > N) -> 1 as « increases without bound and hence (18) holds. By symmetry, (19) is also proved. D Using this lemma, we can now prove the theorem. We prove (16) Proof. We show the first part of the theorem {a > 1/2). Let e > 0 be given. Let E be a cylinder set in I2 and y/: M -* R a continuous function. Let S be such that if d{x, y) <S, then \y/{x) -y/{y)\ < e/2. Let L be such that for every « > L, (i) f"x £ Bs{p) and (M) 1 "~l f -52xE{okw)-Xs{t)dp k=0 J < K
This can be done as the measure p is ergodic. Then, using Lemma 4, choose /V depending on L to be such that Sn{w) > L for every n> N.
Let K = m&xxe\f \y/{x)\. Let J be such that if n > J, 1/« < e/{4K • N). Now suppose « is larger than L, N, and /, then we have k=0 < X-52xE{okw)y/{fs^x) -jxE{t)v{p)dp \52xE{°kw)y,{fs»Wx)-^52xE{okw)y,{p) fc=0 k=0
1 "~l f -52xE(akw)w(P)-/ Xs{t)y/{p)dp A + B.
We show that A and 5 are both less than e, and hence the theorem will be proved. The second part of Theorem 12 is proved similarly. D <*£)-■ Thus, we have convergence of the averages of iterates of point mass measures for the biased case, which is the analog of the existence of the BRS measure for this example.
Conclusions
We have shown in the preceding pages that if the skew product of the shift space with the generalized north pole-south pole diffeomorphism is biased, then we have the analog of the BRS measure; that is, we have shown that not only does the sequence T"{p x m) converge, but so does the sequence 7, Y!kZo °Tk(w,x) for p x m almost every {w , x) £ Z2 x M. So, just as in the hyperbolic theory, we have that the averages of iterates of point mass measures converge. On the other hand, if the system is unbiased, we have shown that the analog of the BRS measure (the limit of averages of point mass measures) does not exist. We do, however, construct all possible weak limit points. Here, we still have the convergence of the sequence T"{p x m).
In [12] , some of these results have been generalized to the case where the fiber space is any Morse-Smale diffeomorphism. It is shown that in the unbiased case T"{p x v) converges under certain conditions. Otherwise, we have shown that there are at most two weak limit points. Here v is a measure absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue. Several "residue" results have been established; specifically, it is shown that the values of the symmetric random walk are equally distributed over the residue classes of a positive integer.
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